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Shaman Drum "Sacred Invocation"

  €430.00  

Tunable Shaman Drum with holder decorated with multicolor henna art 
powerful sound, goat skin, diameter 45 cm, weight: 930gr, adjusting pump is included

The idea of the paint is based on the silhouette of the Fuerte Ventura island (one of the Canary Islands in Atlantic
Ocean).
the island is depicted here as a shaman in a trance dance invoking natureÂ´s elements.

Â 

This drum is made by David Roman Drums and has a revolutionary tuning system, you can tune it with
bicycle pump in seconds to any pitch! Pump included.

Henna Art Julia Surba Kuzhebar Design Studio

please ask This e-mail address is being protected from spambots. You need JavaScript enabled to view it
This e-mail address is being protected from spambots. You need JavaScript enabled to view it  for shipping
price.

How pneumatic tuning system works (by David Kuckhermann) :

Some infos regarding henna paint:
Since ancient times henna had been proved as the best material for drum skin decoration. 
The reasons for that are: 
 1. henna don t influence the sound of the drum, don tÂ  damp it, because the paint is made with henna
paste, which will be removed after 48 hours out of the skin, leaving a 
 trace. Tanin - the natural color inside henna will be absorbed by the drum skin, the process is similar to a soft
etching.
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 2. lifetime of henna paint is as long as of your drum
3. henna paint doesn tÂ  fade with the time, in opposite, with the time the color get darker. When the drum is
played with hands, the fat of the hands get in contact with henna 
 trace and the color get even more darker.
 4. because it is a kind if etching, the henna paint never smears or runs.

Vendor Information

Customer Reviews: There are yet no reviews for this product. 
Please log in to write a review.
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